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B-VIRUS FREE

INACTIVATION OF COVID-19
POLLES - BACTERIA - MOLD
A new thread now lies in the form of viruses, bacteria and mold.
It is invisible, easily transferable and is capable of spreading at
lightning speed. In addition, inhaling contaminated air is sufficient to contract an infection.

Virusses and bacteria are now inactivated
with the newest tecnology of B-Virus Free .
The spring construction absorbs
vibrations and thermal expansion
of the UV lamp and adjacent
components.

After treatment, the virus and
bacteria-free air is led via a (virusresistant) hose to the suction side
of the compressor.

Air is drawn in through the
inlet filter opening by the
inlet pressure of the compressor. Large dust particles
and other contaminants are
filtered out.

The UV lamp at the top of the
virus filter is connected to the
control unit.

A beep sounds when a
problem occurs during use.

99,9%
Filter inactivates 99 to 99,9%
of the viruses, bacteria, pollen
and special mold from the
intake air.

Thermostat to prevent
overheating.
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There are different ways to fight viruses / bacteria depending on
whether they are present on surfaces or in the air.
Ambient air viruses can pass through any commercially available stan
dard air purification system.
Even high temperatures and pressures, such as those in compression
processes, have little effect on them due to their short exposure to the
process.

HOW CAN VIRUSSES/BACTERIAN BE INACTIVATED BY B-VIRUS FREE?
Inactivation with UV radiation:
The chemical and ozonfree tecnology of B-Virus Free uses a special UV light source to prevent disease
inactivate causative agents in the charge air stream before they can reach the compressor.
The UV wavelength absorbs the genetic material of the pathogens. The light particles destroy the hereditary material of viruses, bacteria and mold spores in the genetic material and will actually prevent them
from reproducing.

The B-Virus Free protection filter is ready
to use in an instant. Easy to mount on a
wall or existing system. Can be connected
to a 230 Volt single phase power supply.

Air is drawn in through the inlet due to
negative pressure in the compressor.
Normal dust particles and even pollen
are removed from the air via the inlet
filter.

The special UV light source emits UVC
radiation with high energy. This radiation
destroys the molecular connections (genetic material). This prevents the pathogens
from multiplying.

The B-Virus Free protection filter system
has a control unit to monitor functions
and control the UV light source. With
LED displays and audible signals that
provide status information.

The B-Virus Free protection filter is
connected to a specially sealed suction
hose that eliminates any new contamination by preventing leaks between the
protection filter and the compressor block.
Relevant EC directives:
- EC Machinery Directive (2006/42 / EC)
- EC Low Voltage Directive (2006/95 / EC)
- EC Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) 2004/108 / EC
System has been tested by the Fraunhofer Institute for Environmental, Safety, and Energy Technology.
Important: For liability reasons, B-Virus Free can and should only be mounted on original BAUER
high-pressure breathing air compressors!
System may only be used for standard breathing air purposes and dive cylinders.
B-Virus Free should not be used in a medical institution.
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